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Introduction
This booklet is intended as a source of orientation for people
in the graphic arts or advertising professions. For those who
enter printing, the book is background material primarily for
the aspiring printing salesman. For those who enter advertising, it provides basic technical information that will be
helpful in converting raw copy and illustrations to the finished printed piece.
Other audiences such as typesetters, paper merchants,
writers, editors—or anyone whose profession lies on the fringe
of printing—may benefit from what is presented here.
The booklet is not heavily technical. It is meant mainly for
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the beginner, although parts of the book will reach further
into technical matters than others. Above all, the book's purpose is to arouse the reader's curiosity by the presentation of
fundamentals in words and pictures.
Experience shows that these fundamentals are often obscured by organization, by details of daily work, and by emphasis on sophisticated techniques. The fundamentals are
outlined as guideposts for those inexperienced in graphic arts
and as check points for those enmeshed in its complexities.

The Need for Print
Printing is big business, the sixth largest in the United States.
The average American uses 550 pounds of paper a year or
about one half the amount he or she eats (average food consumption is 1,150 pounds). The amount spent on printed products is higher than expenditures for clothing, tobacco, or
lumber, and in fact very nearly equals the combined dollar
value of those three commodities.
We can all think of some obvious examples that contribute
to our per capita paper usage of 550 pounds per year (or IV2
pounds per day). Newspapers, magazines, books, stationery,
direct-mail, brochures, and calendars are a few articles
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that come to mind. Just as important but less conspicuous are
specialized items such as computer print-outs, instruction
booklets, business forms, and parts lists.
All of these products have at least one feature in common.
They all convey information. Printed material is a substitute
for the spoken word and the visual image. And it usually
"speaks" with great efficiency. A good-sized daily newspaper,
for instance, gives its readers enough material to fill a novel.
We take printing for granted. Five hundred years have
elapsed since its invention. Before printing, knowledge was
preserved laboriously by the handwriting of a scribe. Printing
put more knowledge in the hands of more people faster and
cheaper than any single invention before it or since. Without
it, education today would be stifled practically to extinction,
and goods and services could not be sold effectively and in
many cases could not be made or sold at all.
To fully grasp why printing is such a large enterprise in
America is difficult without some understanding of the social
forces that allowed for its growth. It is not within the scope of
this booklet to trace the history of printing from the days of
Gutenberg. But it will be helpful to examine some of the social forces that influenced the evolution of printing in America over the last hundred years or so.
Of obvious importance was the development of universal
free education. By the end of the last century, everyone in
America theoretically had the opportunity to learn to read. In
1878, the United States Congress approved a system of second
class postal rates which drastically cut the costs of mailing
publications. Mail-order catalogs flourished. Railroads were
built, and in short order our country boasted a sophisticated
transportation network. Printing and typesetting became
streamlined with the invention of faster presses and the linotype machine.
At the same time a restless, entrepreneurial spirit was in the
air. One can sense this by looking at almost any billboard,
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flier, or mail-order advertisement issued after the Civil War
(Figure 1). A consumer-oriented society was being born. Inventions flooded the U.S. Patent Office. The industrial revolution was reaching maturity, and printing was at once both
a symptom and a cause of it. Printing was one of the indispensable ingredients for establishing and maintaining a free
enterprise society. It still is today. There is a direct correlation
between a country's standard of living and the amount of material it prints. This fact can be easily borne out by economic
statistics on the subject. There are very few advertising agencies in third world countries, for instance, and very little
printing.
Plenty of printing is done in America today (Figure 2). And
what is happening today is simply an outgrowth of our past.
The days of the nineteenth-century mail-order catalog are not
entirely different from our own time a century later. We simply have more catalogs (with different appearances to match
changing fashions). Space advertising is a more advanced art,
and more profuse. Direct-mail advertising has mushroomed,
as anyone with a mailbox knows. The consumer generally
has more knowledge on which to base a decision as to whether
or not to buy, and what to buy.
The phrase "information explosion" aptly applies to our
time. Printed materials have of course been instrumental in
creating and sustaining the "explosion."
There are countless advantages and unique properties to
the printed message, and it is appropriate to list some of
them here.
• Except for the painfully slow reader, printed words can be
absorbed faster than spoken words.
• It is portable. A hiking guide can be stuck in a pocket and
carried anywhere.
• It is a form of information conveyance that can be checked
and rechecked easily. One can reread, and the freedom to

Figure 2 After 100 years American printing is alive and vital, although typefaces and styles have
changed.
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jump from one section of print to another often outclasses the
ability to do this in other media.
• It is very often inexpensive.
• Beautiful images in the form of illustrations—full color as
well as black and white—can be rendered well.
• It can be intimate. A slim book of verse provides what a
microfiche reader can't.
In summary, printed matter serves mankind well in many
ways. Printing is a broadly humanizing phenomenon. It can
educate, inform, persuade, and beautify. Above all, it is a
means of communication—an extension of the human
intellect.
In a complex world faced with troublesome problems we
need to bring more knowledge into circulation than ever before. The problems of our time are very real. Overpopulation,
energy shortage, crime, depletion of natural resources—are
just a few of them. None of these is the kind of problem that
can be remedied by the modification of a few laws. The solutions will come slowly from an informed populace who first
of all know that the problems exist, and secondly have the
knowledge to deal with them.
Printing offers no sure-fire cure-all for the problems of mankind. It is a tool; a means to an end. It is up to us—as the executors of what is printed, to serve the medium of printing—
and thereby the world—with as much excellence as possible.
The following sections will show some ways and means of
doing this.

»
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Writing and Copy Preparation
A salesman who uses good grammar, organizes his ideas before
saying them, and is generally articulate stands a better chance
of making a sale than a salesman who is orally sloppy. In the
same way, a printed piece will be more effective if written
well. Fancy graphics, brilliant photographs, first-class paper
and printing cannot salvage poor copy.
There are very few absolute rules for good writing. Two
primary ones are: be interesting and be grammatical. Another
is: get the facts,- know what you are talking about; one of the
greatest enemies of good writing is a shaky grasp of the subject
matter. Some people, after doing their research, benefit from
an outline, be it extensive or short.
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Here are a few other points to keep in mind.
1. As a general rule, use short, concise sentences. In the same
way, use a short word instead of a longer one if the two are
synonymous.
2. In order to keep your copy fresh and alive, use ordinary
English rather than jargon or language that is inflated and
pompous. The sentence labeled (a) below is far easier on the
reader than the one labeled (b).
(a) Parents must often discipline their children.
(b) Children must receive parental input that often places
restrictions and limitations on behavioral patterns that
seem acceptable to the child but are clearly intolerable
to the parent.
3. Be specific. Use concrete examples. Sometimes this can
be difficult. How can a writer introduce lively, concrete images into the summary of an auditor's statement in an annual
report? Most subjects are less abstract, and will allow for the
use of concrete details if the writer will only try.
4. Don't hesitate to rewrite your material. The beginner is
apt to think of the first draft as something sacred, and resist
any attempt to improve it.
5. When you have finished your final draft, have someone
else look at it. Someone with a different perspective will often
point out weaknesses, spots needing changes in emphasis, and
actual errors of fact. If your copy is long, an editor ought to
check it. A good editor will eliminate spelling errors, grammatical errors, clear up passages that are unclear, and check
for consistency of style. At any rate, all proofreading should be
done before the printer sets type. Changes in type are very
expensive.

Preparing Copy
Here are a few suggestions that will be helpful in the typing
and physical preparation of copy.
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1. Use one side only of 8V2" x 11" white bond paper.
2. Typing should be double-spaced. Allow ample margins
on all sides.
3. Any added words should be inserted within the typed
lines. Often a carat (A) is used to signify the additional word
or words. Don't place corrections in the margin if you can
help it. This makes the typesetter look to one side and interrupts the steady pace of setting type.
4. Copy should be typed either in pica or elite typewriting—
one or the other, not a mixture. The approximate line length
when typed should be consistent. These two suggestions are
not mandatory, but they will make it much easier for either
you or the typesetter to estimate how much space the piece
will occupy.
5. Underline words to be set in italics. Use two underlines
for words to be set in small caps. Use a jagged underline for
words to be set in boldface. Use three underlines for words or
letters to be set in regular capitals, or better yet, insert the capital letter itself.
6. Keep handwritten corrections to a minimum, and where
necessary, try to make the corrections as simple as possible.
Use neat, readable handwriting. Do everything you can to
keep the typesetter from being confused. This means sometimes retyping sections or even whole pages of messy copy.
You can assume that it pays to retype when the typescript assumes the condition shown in Figure 3.
The secret to good copy preparation is simple. Pretend you
are the typesetter. If you can't read your own handwriting,
you know you're in trouble! If a friend or colleague can't read
it easily, you're still in trouble. Typesetters are paid to scan
neat, typed lines. Passages that cause the typesetter to stop,
think, and interpret will only add to the typesetting bill.

Figure 3 Typesetters are paid to
set type, not to unravel "dirty
copy/7 This example might seem
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Keep handwritten corrections to a minimum,
and where necessary try to make the
corrections as simple as possible. Use neat,
readable handwriting. Do everything you can
to keep the typesetter from being confused.
This means retyping sections of messy copy.
You can be sure it pays to retype when the
typescript assumes the condition shown in
figure

3.

Design
Design has different meanings for different people. For the
purpose of this booklet, graphic design means planning and
arranging type and illustrations to convey a message.
Designing is often misconstrued by laymen and even people
in the trade and even people who call themselves designers!
There is a tendency to think of the design of a brochure or
booklet—let us say—as only the working out of the aesthetics:
making an "attractive" cover, seeing to it that the right colors
are chosen, and so on.
Design is problem solving, with aesthetics unquestionably
often one of the chief problems but not the exclusive one.
Consider the creation of a booklet (or whatever it is) in the
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same manner as an architect thinks about houses or an aeronautical engineer thinks about designing jet planes. If this
functional approach is taken there will be less chance for the
typography to be illegible, for the pictures to be poorly arranged, and for the reader or viewer of the printed piece to be
ill-served. And after all, the person who ultimately buys or
uses the finished product is the primary client.
Graphic design looks easy but actually is very difficult. If
you have never done it before, you would be well advised to
hire a good designer. This booklet certainly cannot teach you
a skill that takes years to learn.
How do you find a good designer? That too can be difficult,
especially if you don't live in a metropolitan area. Ask around.
Attend local trade functions in order to meet designers. Seek
out catalogs of graphic arts shows. Look at the work exhibited
either at the shows or in the catalogs. By doing this you will
slowly develop a set of standards against which other work
can be measured. Find out what you like, and keep an open
mind to what you find strange and offbeat.
The extension of all this is the familiar and customary ritual
for those who buy printing and design: talking with a designer
and reviewing a portfolio.
There are some tricks to portfolio viewing. Most of us are
easily lulled into a state of critical insensitivity as page after
page of beautiful images are flipped (naturally this is the
designer's best work). Try to remember to ask questions. Why
was this or that done? Why—for instance—did the designer
use a triple column format, or print the illustrations in two
colors, or decide on a barrel fold rather than accordion? When
questions are asked with intelligence and tact you will have a
better chance of seeing more than the outward symptoms of
success.
What follows are descriptions of design, broadly categorized. To understand these categories may make communication with the designer easier.
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Symmetry (Figure 4). Lines are centered. "Centeredness" or
symmetry was considered virtually the only way to organize
a printed piece from the invention of printing in 1440 to the
late nineteenth century. It is still alive and well in the twentieth century. To rule it out because it's allegedly unfashionable
or out-of-date would be to ignore the fact that designers still
employ symmetry for some of their most contemporary
effects. There are enough limitations to graphics without discarding a very useful methodology.
Asymmetry (Figure 5). Balance is all-important here. Often
an effective way to organize material, but deceptively difficult in practice, and often a pitfall for the beginner.
Flush left (Figure 6). Setting of the text ragged right (an
uneven right-hand edge) often harmonizes with the display
heads in this scheme, since each line of the text is in essence a
line set flush left.
Grid system (Figure 7). Often called modular design; sometimes referred to as "Swiss" because of the country which
fostered its growth. The operative characteristic is a pattern
created by the designer consisting of areas that are vertical,
horizontal, or both. The material can then be handled in
countless ways, as Figure 7 demonstrates. The designer must
stay within the structure of the grid, otherwise the integrity of
the design is impaired. It's most important that the designer
examine carefully the nature of the text and illustrations before setting up the grid. If the designer doesn't do this, great
disservice to the material can follow; illustrations can be too
large or too small, type can be mishandled, and so forth.

Some people ask, "Why bother with design? Design is expensive and not worth the money."
The counter-arguments are:
1. Design is often, though not always, a bargain. A responsible designer can save a customer money by correct choice of
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Figure 4 Symmetrical design.

Figure 5 Asymmetric design.

Figure 6 Flush left design.
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Figure 7 Grid or modular design.
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type and size of type, sensible organization, and selecting the
right presses and bindery equipment.
2. The aesthetics alone of a good design often "pays off." An
advertising mailer blessed with an effective format can yield
higher returns.
3. Good design is something that all parties to the job can
take pride in. Most of us do not like to be seen dressed in
shabby clothes. We should also have respect for what we
print.
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Production
The customary responsibilities of production are figuring
costs, figuring how the printed piece will be made, and how
long it will take to make it. Production people generally work
for advertising agencies, printing plants, publishing offices,
universities—in other words, wherever there is a need to purchase or supervise printing.
The best way to learn about production methods is to work
in a printing plant for a while. Some production buyers start
as printers, and they have an edge, so to speak. They know
things first-hand, and they understand the printer's point of
view. They will know by instinct when schedules can be
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improved, when an excuse might be far-fetched or a price too
high.
There is no way to cover the range of production duties in
this booklet, even to the point of defining them. But we ought
to throw out a few general rules.
1. Get more than one quote from typesetters, printers, and
binders if you can. Complex printing should always be quoted
in writing. Whether you rely on a single quote or several depends on your ability to judge the prices.
2. Do not "over-quote"; that is, don't ask six printers for
bids on every job. If you do you will not retain professional
esteem in "the trade." News travels fast among salespeople,
and you will acquire a reputation for requiring excessive
numbers of bids.
3. Never hold a manufacturer to resetting or reprinting or
rebinding a mistake, when the mistake is something you can
live with. Holding a manufacturer to the fine print of a contract is not good business. Much better to make allowances
when you can. Your supplier will probably reciprocate if the
situation is reversed.
4. When figuring costs, be thorough. Include a safe allowance for author's changes. Be sure to include the little extras:
the cost of an embossing die, repros to make the die, bits of
typeset matter for envelopes, and the like. Include shipping
charges (most printers figure quotes F.O.B. their plant unless
instructed otherwise). Be sure paper spoilage is accounted for.
Remember that costs of paper and printing are rising just as
surely and swiftly as the cost of bread at the supermarket. If
your estimate is old, get costs for a new one if necessary.
5. Choose the right printer for each job. The world is filled
with printers and they are all different. There are printing
giants with acres of equipment that include web presses, typesetting machines as far as the eye can see, and a bindery capable of putting a cover on everything they print. At the other
extreme we find the solitary individual working a 17" j ob press
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from a cellar or typesetting part-time at home. You must find
suppliers whose size and capabilities fit your needs. Only time
and experience can teach you this.
6. If you give all your work to one printer you may regret it.
Because every printer is different, using one printer and one
printer only may be unwise. On the other hand, do not use a
new printer for every job; spreading yourself thin is just as
risky. It takes time to get used to doing business with someone.
The supplier and client must learn the peculiarities of the
procedures and business practices of each other. A sensible
compromise is to patronize a small number of suppliers regularly, while occasionally trying someone new.
7. Don't hesitate to go on field trips. Most printers are cordial about taking you on a guided tour. Once in the plant, ask
as many questions as come to mind.
8. Even aside from field trips, learn from your suppliers.
Salespeople are invariably happy to explain both the intricacies and the a-b-c's of printing. They are good teachers. You
should never be embarrassed to ask either the simplest or most
complex question.
9. Understand trade customs and practices (see Figure 8).

Figure 8 Printing Trade Customs, as formulated by the Printing
Industries of America and affiliated trade organizations. The
fine print of any contract is always worth studying.
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Typesetting
The exhibit on the next page (Figure 9) shows a few (91) of the
uppercase G's that exist today in the United States. The
number could easily be doubled, tripled, or even multiplied a
hundredfold. No one really knows how many typefaces are
available, but 10,000 is a conservative estimate and there are
probably many more.
The purpose of printing all these G's is not to intimidate the
reader. To the contrary, one can be excited by such variety.
There is much richness in the abundance of types. Life for anybody in the graphic arts would be duller without them.
Not since the late nineteenth century has there been so
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Figure 9 A few capital G's. Note
the wide variety of decorative letters. As in the late nineteenth
century, we seem to be creating
our share of bizarre shapes. In fact,
some of the letters are revivals
from that time period (see the
bottom row).
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much choice. In the last half of the nineteenth century the
automated type foundries made it possible to churn out hundreds upon hundreds of decorated Victorian extravaganzas
(Figure 10). Today we are witnessing another outburst, but
brought about by different machines. Phototypesetting machines for setting display type (the Typositor and Headliner
are two examples) have lowered the cost of producing new
display typefaces.
Actually, the number of faces for setting reading matter has
not mushroomed as much. About 20 to 30 faces account for
over 90 percent of everything we read (except in newspapers,
the types for which comprise a narrow world of their own).
(Figure 11)
After looking at 91 letters we should now look more closely
at a few. Figure 12 shows the structure of letters and defines
the different parts.
Letters grouped into alphabets lead us to a collective entity
called a font. A font of any given typeface and size consists of
capitals and lowercase in roman and italic, numerals, special
characters, and usually small capitals (Figure 13).

Htm

ABCDEFGHVJKLM'NOPQRSMWXYZ^CE

(3§<2©&F<fl|fjKeam0P0

^BCDEF6JIIJKIiJiIN0PQV^'FaYW^YZ?!:;,,.-§$]234i67S90^

mmmmmf^^^^^^^^iiimmKm

RHCDEFGHLJKkMNC
a§es«F$5gKflO)R^^R|$a6tbJSj«b«d«faB!jRrmB

Figure 10 Victorian type in all
its glory.
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefg
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefg
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefg

Figure 11 Six common typefaces.
They are by no means the top six,
but they get a lot of mileage in
today's world of typesetting. From
top to bottom: Baskerville, Century Schoolbook, Palatino, Times
Roman, Helvetica Light, and
Garamond.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefg
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdef
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklm
Figure 12 The parts of letters
defined. 1. Stem. 2. Hairline. 3.
Serif. 4. Descender. 5. "x" height,
that portion of the letter exclusive
of ascenders and descenders. 6.
Ascender. 7. Counter, any open
area partially or completely enclosed by the letterform itself.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ffifflfffifl
[($%& ,,, #@0 1 /4 1 / 2 . ? ;:?!/|)]1234567890 1234567890
1234567890

-*tt§£

AA^g0O(INAA^gAAEEIl6oUU£AAEEn66uu f A
AEEIIOOUUaaaeg06<xn06<iNaaeeii66u
uuBaaeeiioduu

Figure 13 A font of type. Many
more than 26 characters are needed
to set type; in fact, the usual bare
minimum is about 150. Small
caps, ligatures (fi, fl), numbers,
and punctuation add considerably
to the collection. Notice here the
number of accented characters,
which are essential for setting
foreign words.
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Type sizes are measured in points (Figure 14). A point is a
very small unit of measure, approximately l/72nd of an inch.
There are 12 points to the pica, and thus six picas to the inch.
Not every face in a given point size is the same in actual
size, as demonstrated by all the 24 point K's in Figure 15.
Point size is not always an accurate indicator of actual size.
(Figure 16). Do not ever say, "Oh yes, 9 point—that's too small
for text reading, isn't it?" It depends on which 9 point.
Because of new technologies of typesetting, the job of choosing type and deciding on the methods by which it is set is more
complicated today than it used to be. There was a time not
long ago—as recent as the forties and fifties—when most type
was set on the Monotype, the Linotype (or Intertype), or by
primitive strike-on (typewriter) devices.
Now the scene has changed. Film typesetting (phototypesetting) is dominant. Many companies making many machines are competing in American free enterprise tradition
for a share of the film typesetting market, each perhaps hoping that its machine will be the linotype of the future.
As part of this changing picture many more ways exist nowadays to get from copy to final type. To be sure, there are still
machines like the linotype where the keyboard is hitched to
the machine and the speed of the operator determines how
fast you can set type.
But many systems now rely on "off-line" keyboards. The
operator types on a machine very similar to a typewriter. The
machine produces paper tape or magnetic tape, and this
"input" is fed to the film typesetting device. In some cases, the
operator produces typed copy which is scanned by a piece of
equipment called an optical character recognition (OCR) machine. The OCR machine in turn produces paper tape or some
other form of input which activates the film typesetting
device.
Perhaps the most significant change of all in typesetting has
come with the use of the computer. Computers entered the
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqr

7
8

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefgl
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;

9
10

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstu
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnop
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Figure 14 A typical range of type
sizes, from 6 to 36 point. Some
typesetting machines have even
more sizes, some fewer.

11 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklrr
12 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghi

14 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdef(

16 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzab(

18 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy;

24 abcdefghijklmnopqrsl

30 abcdefghijklmnoi;

36 abcdefghijklm
Lkkkkkkkkkkkkkk kkk
Fully to realize the marvellous precision required in laying the
great s t e a m e r in her m a r k s in t h a t m u r k y waste of water, one
should know t h a t not only m u s t she pick h e r intricate w a y
through snags and blind reefs, and t h e n shave the h e a d of the
island so closely as to b r u s h the overhanging foliage with h e r
stern, but at one place she m u s t pass almost within arm's r e a c h
of a s u n k e n and invisible wreck t h a t would s n a t c h the hull
Fully to realize the marvellous precision required in laying the great
steamer in her marks in that murky waste of water, one should know
that not only must she pick her intricate way through snags and blind
reefs, and then shave the head of the island so closely as to brush the
overhanging foliage with her stern, but at one place she must pass almost within arm's reach of a sunken and invisible wreck that would

Figure 15 Eighteen k's, all 24
point size. The band of color defines the lowercase or "x" height,
which is the predominant feature
establishing actual size.

Figure 16 9 point Primer at the
top,- 10 point Garamond below. A
convincing example of how point
size does not always reflect actual
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do that, I'll be able to raise the dead, and then I won't have to pilot a
steamboat to make a living. I want to retire from this business. I
want a slush-bucket and a brush; I'm only fit for a roustabout,
^ven't got brains enough to be a pilot; and if I had I wouldn't have
^Jjav(
gth enough to carry them around, unless I went on crutches."

typesetting field in the 1960's at about the time the first film
typesetters were being put on the market. They were first used
to handle the relatively simple task of justifying lines and the
more formidable one of hyphenation (Figure 17).
Today, computers are used in nearly all typesetting systems,
and the computers are taking on other duties beside hyphenation and justifying. Many computers can store programmed
instructions governing type size, line length, space between
lines, and in some cases page depth and other make-up
variables.
What is the advantage of all this? It enables a keyboard operator to set copy much more quickly. The operator doesn't
need to worry about the overall format, but can type as fast as
the keyboarding device allows. Another advantage of a computer system lies in its ability to remember things, or in computer terminology, to handle "information retrieval/'
As an example, let us assume that a university wishes to set
in type its catalog of courses. For the purposes of this example,
80 percent of the courses will remain the same from one year
to the next, 20 percent of them will either be eliminated or
altered significantly, and scattered corrections will be made
in the 80 percent block of copy that is held intact.
After the first year's typesetting, and given the proper computerized typesetting system, the keyboard operator sets the
corrections, a correction tape is created, and merged with the
tape holding existing material.
Now what does this mean? First, corrections within a paragraph are easy to make. There's no need to reset the balance of
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Figure 17 The peculiar character
break shown in the circle actually
happened in the early days of
computer hyphenation. It points
out several universal computer
traits that still bear on the
problem of hyphenation and line
breaks.
Then and now, the computer
works according to rules. The rule
that led to this simulated example
was: "each line shall have in it a
minimum of three characters.'7
Since a quotation mark consists
of two characters, the computer
blithely allowed this combination
of characters to take place.
The computer not only works
according to rules, but can also
take exception to them. Most
computer programs have large
"exception dictionaries" that store
hyphenating instructions for the
thousands of word breaks that are
inconsistent with the computer's
rules.
Presumably, it did not take long
for a computer programmer to
provide a qualifying instruction
after this bizarre period-quote
combination was spotted. In the
same way, the computer must be
programmed to "remember" the
countless exceptions to the general rules of hyphenation.
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the paragraph. Second, and perhaps more important, the existing material—in this case, the courses still offered from the
previous year—needs far less proofreading, except where the
corrections occur. There is practically no chance for the
system to introduce new errors in the existing type during the
correction and re-run process.
Computer systems vary greatly in their abilities. Some
could handle the make-believe problem described above;
others could not. Most typesetting shops have custom systems, peculiar to their needs.

With so many manufacturers inventing machines and developing typefaces to go with them, it follows that the design
of some typefaces is occasionally erratic. The quality varies
from machine to machine, and sometimes from one typeface
to another. Certainly many film typesetting machines can
produce a quality image. It behooves the type buyer to ask
for a type specimen book and to look carefully at the actual
letterforms therein.
Of course, it is not enough to choose a decent-looking typeface. Types have personalities to an extent. Appropriateness
is a factor. A delicate type may work well in a brochure on fine
glass, and rugged type would be fitting for a parts list of machine gaskets. Types can be called masculine, feminine, casual, rugged, delicate and so forth. But matching the character
of a typeface to the subject matter ought not to be overdone.
For one thing, readers are generally unaware of type style differences and if they are affected at all by the "personality" of
type, it's on an unconscious level.
Good spacing is essential to good typesetting. There are
three places where space can be manipulated: between letters,
between words, and between lines. Most judgments about spacing should be guided by common sense.
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The top line of Figure 18 illustrates the folly of too little
letterspacing. The freedom of film has sometimes allowed for
this kind of overtight, "squinched" spacing. A pretty useful
rule is that letters should appear to be equal in distance
from one another. Legitimate effects can sometimes come
about by overlapping letters, but there is danger in indiscriminately jamming letters against each other. The other two lines
in Figure 18 show the same words spaced more effectively.
As for wordspacing, the amount of space between words

Life on the Mississipp
Life on the Mississippi

Figure 18 Over-tight letterspacing of the kind shown in the top
line might be a parody if its presence in the real world were not all
too frequent. Both of the bottom
lines are acceptable. One can advance subjective and practical
arguments for one version over
the other. They both can be read
easily and need not be visually
deciphered like the line at the top.

Life on the Mississippi
>uld get through the intricate and
[sland crossing before night, we (
est, for we would have plainer sai
r. But it would be insanity to attei
^ht. So there was a deal of lookin;
est of the day, and a constant cipr
i we were making; Hat Island wa:

Figure 19 Horizontal space between words in a line should be
less than space between lines.
Otherwise, lines of type lose their
coherence and separate identity.
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should be less than the amount of space between lines (see
Figure 19). Just enough space between words should be used,
and no more. Notice in Figure 20 that too little spacing makes
the words indistinguishable to a degree, whereas too much
wordspacing makes the lines loose and ungainly.
Spacing between lines should be ample enough to allow the
reader the comfort of finding the beginnings of the next lines
easily (Figure 21). Interline spacing also influences the density
of the block of type. Adding space between lines will generally

tap to land. The sun dipped behind the horizon, the boat went on. Inquiring looks passed from one guest to another; and one who had his
hand on the door-knob and had turned it; waited, then presently took
away his hand and let the knob turn back again. We bore steadily
Bixby pulled the cord, and two deep, mellow notes from the
big bell floated off on the night. Then a pause, and one more
note was struck. The watchman's, voice followed, from the
hurricane deck: —

Figure 20 The top block of type
is set using too little wordspacing.
The middle block is set with too
much, and the typographic result
is jumbled and loose. The bottom
sample falls within the boundaries
of being correct.

the bend. More looks were exchanged, and nods of surprised admiration—but no words. Insensibly the men drew together behind
Mr. Bixby, as the sky darkened and one or two dim stars came out.
The dead silence and sense of waiting became oppressive. Mr.
Mr. Bixby pulled two bell-ropes, and was answered by faint
inglings far below in the engine room and our speed slackened.
TThe steam began to whistle through the gauge-cocks. T h e cries of
the leadsmen went on —and it is a weird sound, always in the night.
Every pilot in the lot was watching now, with fixed eyes, and talking
u n d e r his breath. Nobody was calm and easy but Mr. Bixby. He
would put his wheel down and stand on a spoke, and as the steamer
swung into her (to me) utterly invisible marks —for we seemed to
be in the midst of a wide and gloomy sea —he would meet and
fasten her there. Now the engines were stopped altogether, and
we drifted with the current. Not that I could see the boat drift, for
I could not, the stars being all gone by this time. This drifting was

Figure 21 The upper sample
shows type with much too little
space between lines. The lines lose
their identity. The reader can become confused as to where the
next line begins. The middle sample shows lines excessively spaced.
This kind of treatment might suit
special situations, but generally is
too expensive and esoteric for long
passages of text. The lower sample
shows acceptable linespacing.
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effect a lighter, airier appearance than setting the lines with
little space between them.
Clearly much more could be said about typefaces and how
to use them. What size to choose? What typefaces are suited
to setting mathematics and other esoteric material? Ragged
right vs. justified setting? What are the uses of boldface and
small caps? And on and on, deeper into a mini world where the
unit of measure is 1 /72nd of an inch and where the slightest
deviation can cause disaster. There's not enough room in this
booklet for a full briefing, and even a full-length book will not
teach you what to do. We hope the discussion here has raised
a few questions and increased your curiosity. Above all, we
hope you keep your eyes open. Typography is often ignored.
Many people relegate it to a sub-discipline too trivial to bother
with, or something incidental to pictorial matter or other
graphic "statements." But the typeset image is important. The
first demand of type is that it can be read, and read easily. All
else is secondary.
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Legibility
Most of what we read is legible, or legible enough. The average
person's eyes and ability to use them outstrips the mind's
ability to absorb and digest the information. The implication
is: typeset matter must be wretchedly constructed before readability is impaired.
But illegibility can happen—particularly if the designer,
typesetter, and printer work hard enough at it!
Before delving into what is and isn't legible, we should clear
the air of many misguided rules surrounding the subject.
For instance:
The ideal line length is one-and-one-half alphabet lengths
(39 characters). Wrong. Sixty to seventy characters is a com-
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mon length in books, and there is no evidence showing this
longer line harder to read.
Larger type is easier to read than smaller type. Wrong, except
for the visually impaired. If 10 to 11 point is taken as an
average size, setting in 12 to 14 point can often make reading more difficult.
Sans serif type (type without serifs) is less legible than serif
type. Wrong again—or at least unsupported by any scientific
evidence. Speed-reading tests show sans serif the equal to
serif, although there is a reader preference toward serif faces
for large chunks of reading matter.
The whole area of type legibility is clouded not only with
unfounded rules, but by the psychological framework of
legibility testing. Most tests use the speed at which a block of
type is read as the sole test of legibility. Yet some researchers
justifiably insist that ease of reading is just as important as
speed.
Because of the subjective overtones latent in legibility tests,
we might feel uneasy about their findings. Yet some of their
conclusions seem sound. Here follows some of the ones that
seem more deserving of support. They are at least more believable than the typographic myths mentioned above. (For
these points we have drawn heavily upon Herbert Spencer,
The Visible Word, Hastings House, Publishers, 1969.)
1. Large amounts of text set in capital letters take much
more time to read than text set in lowercase. (Seefigure22.)
I HEARD THE DOOR CLOSE
GENTLY. I LOOKED AROUND, AND
THERE STOOD MR. BIXBY, SMILING
A BLAND, SWEET SMILE. THEN
THE AUDIENCE ON THE HURRICANE DECK SENT UP A THUNDERGUST OF HUMILIATING LAUGHTER.
I SAW IT ALL NOW AND I FELT
MEANER THAN THE MEANEST
MAN IN HISTORY.

I heard the door close gently.
I looked around, and there
stood Mr. Bixby, smiling a
bland, sweet smile. Then the
audience on the hurricane deck
sent up a thundergust of humiliating laughter. I saw it all
now and I felt meaner than
the meanest man in history.

Figure 22 Legibility testing has
shown capitals harder to read
than lowercase.
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2. Large blocks of text set in italic slow the reader slightly,
and readers prefer roman to italic.
3. Unjustified, or ragged right setting is read as fast as justified lines of type. Many readers do not know they have been
reading unjustified lines after they have read them. (The text
you are reading now is set ragged right.)
4. Reverse type—white type on a black background—slows
reading by approximately 10 percent. (See Figure 23.)
5. There is no measurable difference in speed of reading between text set in one or the other of the many accepted typefaces in common use—Baskerville, Palatino, Garamond,
and so on.
6. Margins have no effect on the speed of reading.
7. As mentioned earlier, sans serif is read just as quickly as
serif type; but readers prefer reading serif faces if the material
is long.
8. High-gloss papers can interfere with reading, but are not
detrimental if the reader's light source is diffused. (If the glare
of glossy paper is seen as a problem, a common solution is
to substitute a dull coated sheet in its place.)
9. Very short and very long lines are hard to read (Figure
24). A very short line interrupts the flow of reading. A very
long line makes the reader "regress." That is, after he gropes
for the beginning of the new line unsuccessfully, he must go
back to the line before to regain his bearings. Adding space
between long lines can minimize or alleviate the problem.
10. Important: When enough negative influences are combined, reading efficiency can be drastically impaired, even
though each factor alone might not have any effect. In other
words, you might get away with a single indiscretion without
creating a problem for the reader,- let us say setting type on a
short measure. But combining short measure, type that is too
large, poor printing, and poor paper selection could lead to a
legibility nightmare, even though each factor alone would not.
11. Equally important: The guidelines above should not be
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It was a good enough lesson, but
pretty hardly learned. Yet about
the hardest part of it was that
for months I so often had to hear
a phrase which I had conceived
a particular distaste for. It was,
"Oh, Ben, if you love me, back
her!"
It was a good enough lesson, but
pretty hardly learned. Yet about
the hardest part of it was that
for months I so often had to hear
a phrase which I had conceived
a particular distaste for. It was,
"Oh, Ben, if you love me, back
her!"
Figure 23 Legibility tests reveal
that reverse type is harder to read
than ordinary positive-image type,
at least in large doses.
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In my preceding chapters I have tried, by going into the minutiae of the science of piloting, to carry
the reader step by step to a comprehension of what the science consists of; and at the same time I have
tried to show him that it is a very curious and wonderful science, too, and very worthy of his attention.
If I have seemed to love my subject, it is no surprising thing, for I loved the profession far better than
any I have followed since, and I took a measureless pride in it. The reason is plain: a pilot, in those days,
was the only unfettered and entirely independent human being
that lived in the

earth. Kings are
but the hampered
servants of parliament and people;
parliaments sit

in chains forged
by their constituency; the editor
of a newspaper
cannot be inde-

pendent, but
must work with
one hand tied
behind him by
party and pa-

enforced slavishly. Small bits of copy (a paragraph or two in
an ad) don't need to be set according to every one of these
rules, which are more applicable to longer passages—a page of
type or more.

trons, and be content to utter only
half or two thirds
of his mind; no
clergyman is a

Figure 24 Very long and very
short lines are hard to read. Long
lines are hard on the reader because it is difficult to find the beginnings of new lines. Very short
lines are bad because the eye
bounces from one line to the next,
creating unnecessary strain.

Printing

There are three principal methods of printing: relief, pianographic, and intaglio. Letterpress is the best known of the
relief processes, offset lithography the best known of the planographic, and gravure the best known of the intaglio.
In letterpress printing the impression area which establishes
the image on paper is raised (in relief) above the areas from
which nothing will be printed (Figure 25).
In offset lithography, the image area is flush with the level
of the non-image area on the plate (Figure 26). The image
area is so composed chemically that it attracts ink. The non-
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image area is dampened to repel ink. The inked image then
transfers or "offsets" to a rubber blanket, and from there is
printed onto paper (Figure 28).
In gravure, the image areas are actually below the nonimage areas. Small pits or recessed areas arranged in a uniform
grid-like pattern on the plate carry the ink, which is deposited
on the paper by means of great pressure (Figure 27).
Now, there are many subgroups for each of the three printing methods, and possibly several systems that could be considered quasi-methods of their own, such as screen printing
and electrostatic printing. But let's stick to the three basic
methods and see what each has to offer.
Letterpress printing is the oldest form, originating in Korea
as early as 1337 and in Germany with Gutenberg and his
compatriots around 1440. A feature of letterpress is its tendency to squeeze the image into the paper. Compared to offset,
the letterpress impression is darker and richer, and there is
a tactile "impressed" appearance.
Offset printing is a mere youngster in the history of printing technology, but has risen to be dominant in the United
States. It was developed in the early 1900's. Offset printing is
a mechanical outgrowth of stone lithography,- it was first
used commercially to print tin sheets for cans and boxes.
The advancement and improvement of offset printing came
rapidly, especially during the late forties and the fifties. The
handicaps that plagued offset in the early years have been
solved by one of the most persistent attempts at self-improvement ever undertaken by a modern industry. The Graphic
Arts Technical Foundation has been spending over $300,000 a
year on offset technology, and this figure is minute compared
to the total research effort of the hundreds of firms which
manufacture equipment for the offset trade.
This money has been spent for a necessary cause. Early offset printing was poor. The image was weak, gray-looking, and
erratic in color consistency. Paper spoilage was high. Plate-
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Figure 25 Letterpress: inked relief plate (horizontal view).

Figure 26 Offset: inked pianographic plate.

Figure 27 Gravure: inked intaglio plate.
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making was cumbersome and the life of the offset plate was
short.
Offset printing today is a different animal from what it was
forty years ago. Platemaking has been simplified by the invention of presensitized plates and automatic platemaking
machines. Paper spoilage is now lower. The gray look of
offset—the washed-out paleness which in the early days led
someone to think of the expression "poor man's letterpress"—
has been remedied.
Even in the early days, the rubber blanket of offset
triumphed in its ability to print images of every degree of
delicacy—including halftones containing as m a n y as 200 to
300 dots to the inch—on practically every degree of surface
roughness. This is a big advantage, and explains why so m u c h
time, money, and effort went into the improvement of offset
lithography. Letterpress does not allow fine-line halftone
printing on rough paper surfaces.
Another of offset's advantages, again associated with the
rubber blanket, is its near-total elimination of that troublesome and time-consuming process known as "make-ready,"
a necessary feature of good letterpress printing.
The short make-ready time of offset is one reason for
the spectacular advance being made in the technique known
as web printing. In web printing, paper is fed to the press in
rolls instead of one sheet at a time. The folding and gathering
is done at the same time, at the end of the press. Web printing
is thus highly automated and for long runs is efficient and
economical—even in letterpress with its make-ready period
at the beginning of the run. Web printing was once restricted
to newspapers, magazines, and other forms of long-run work.
With offset, shorter and shorter runs are now becoming feasible, and web offset printing is making significant advances
into markets long cornered by sheet-fed presses. A highly interesting question in many printers 7 minds is just how great
the advance will be.

Ink Roller

Plate Cylinder

Impression Cylinder

Figure 28 A simplified diagram
of the offset printing process. Ink
rollers and dampening rollers distribute ink and dampening solution onto the plate cylinder. T h e
dampening solution keeps the ink
from spreading to the rest of the
plate.
T h e plate is not suitable for
printing. T h e ink on t h e plate
"offsets" to the blanket cylinder,
which performs the actual printing. T h e blanket is soft and can
print well on rough-surfaced as
well as smooth-surfaced papers.
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Gravure printing continues to be suited to long runs. It is
too expensive for general short-run use, and therefore a
gravure press is not for the average printing shop. The platemaking process is what makes gravure printing expensive, although efforts are being made to reduce this cost. The advantage of gravure is its capacity to lay down an unbelievably dense layer of ink. Silkscreen printing is gravure's only
rival insofar as ink density is concerned, and with silkscreen
one cannot print an adequate halftone. With gravure you
most certainly can. Black and white halftones and full color
halftones can be rendered with far greater contrast and "snap"
than in offset or letterpress, because of the greater degree of
color saturation (that is, the colors are deeper and more intense). You often see the result in luxurious art books and
high-quality newspaper magazines: colors that are bright,
intense, and attractive.
Another disadvantage of gravure, besides the high cost of
platemaking, is that everything, including type, must be rendered in grid or dot-structured form. Thus, type and other
linear images that by their nature are meant to be printed with
a clean edge are printed by means of a screen pattern (Figure
29). The choice of the right typeface—a type that is heavyenough—can minimize this problem.

safe. An investigate
failure and its awesoi
duced from full-scale operation to a
skeleton crew of 50, sits silently in
the undulating landscape 30 miles
southeast of Buffalo, a technological
and economic disaster, and Rockefeller
is a disappointed man. Looking back
at the misadventure that may end up
costing the taxpayers of New York half
a billion dollars, or a billion dollars, or

sadvt

Figure 29 A grid pattern is characteristic of all gravure images,
including type. Here t h e grid
structure is plainly visible in the
enlargement in t h e circle. Because
the typeface is bold enough, the
rough edge is n o t distracting at
actual size.
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We will now narrow our vision somewhat, and consider
some of the problems, limitations, and freedoms typical to
printing. Our focus will be on offset printing. There are two
reasons for this. First, offset has become the dominant printing
method. Second, this booklet is printed by offset, and some
of the illustrations make their points because they have been
printed by offset.
There is no excuse for poorly printed type. Sloppy presswork is usually the cause, but sometimes there are other
scapegoats.
In Figure 30, the type chosen was too light for proper reproduction by offset. It is a face designed for letterpress printing.
The squeeze of letterpress would fatten the weak image here
—making it thicker and better. In Figure 31, the type was
mishandled in the darkroom. The full name for offset lithog-

Fully to realize the marvellous precision required in laying the great
steamer in her marks in that murky waste of water, one should know
that not only must she pick her intricate way through snags and blind
reefs, and then shave the head of the island so closely as to brush the
overhanging foliage with her stern, but at one place she must pass almost within arm's reach of a sunken and invisible wreck that would

Figure 30 This type is a poor
choice for offset printing. Thin,
delicate strokes can easily lose
identity after manipulation in the
darkroom and on press.

I think a pilot's memory is about the most wonderful thing in the
world. To know the Old and New Testaments by heart, and be able
to recite them glibly, forward or backward, or begin at random anywhere in the book and recite both ways and never trip or make a
mistake, is no extravagant mass of knowledge, and no marvellous
facility, compared to a pilot's massed knowledge of the Mississippi

Figure 31 Improper exposure on
the negative has physically altered
this type and made it worse. Notice how the serifs and hairlines
are weak and the overall effect
lighter, compared with the properly exposed version below.

I think a pilot's memory is about the most wonderful thing in the
world. To know the Old and New Testaments by heart, and be able
to recite them glibly, forward or backward, or begin at random anywhere in the book and recite both ways and never trip or make a
mistake, is no extravagant mass of knowledge, and no marvellous
facility, compared to a pilot's massed knowledge of the Mississippi

Figure 32 Proper exposure on
both negative and plate insures a
high-quality type image.
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raphy is photo-offset lithography, and it must not be forgotten that the end result is only as good as what gets exposed on
film. Improper exposure or developing on film in the darkroom can ruin what would otherwise result in good printing.
In Figure 32 the type, which is the same as in Figure 31, was
handled properly in the darkroom and is reproduced correctly.
Now we shall turn to halftone reproduction, which is endlessly fascinating. It is multidisciplined, involving photography, chemistry, mechanics, visual perception and
judgment, and the study of the properties of inks, papers, and
the kinds of presses used for reproduction. Some of the fundamentals are just as interesting as the technical complexities,
and it will be the fundamentals we shall explore.
What is a halftone? It is a reproduction of a photograph (or
other subject containing grays or continuous tones). A halftone scieen converts the original gray tones into dots of various sizes (Figure 33).
The screen is made up of crisscrossing lines on either glass
or film. It is placed either in contact with halftone film or
in front of the film, and the picture is exposed through the
screen. Each grid opening in the screen acts as a miniature
lens and allows light to pass through and focus on the film.
Thus each grid opening yields one dot, whose size depends
on whatever degree of lightness or darkness comes through
from the picture.
Why use a screen? Why must a photograph be broken into
dots? The answer is that a press can lay down only solid areas
of ink. Each halftone dot, no matter how small, prints as a separate mass of ink. But the masses are so close to one another
that the eye is tricked into perceiving grays.
Screens come in different degrees of fineness, depending on
the number of lines to the linear inch (Figure 34). Coarse
screens of 65 to 85 dots to the inch are used for letterpress
printing on rough-surfaced paper, and are what we usually get
in metropolitan newspapers. Screens with 120 to 150 dots to

Figure 33 A halftone is composed
of dots of different sizes. They can
be seen when magnified, but in
the printed picture they appear
only as different shades of gray.
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the inch are typically used in general commercial offset work.
Sometimes finer screens with 200 to 300 dots per inch are used
for certain kinds of high-quality printing. A 300-line screen,
of course, produces a printed picture with 300 dots to the linear inch, and you would need a powerful magnifying glass to
see them at all.

Figure 34 Six halftones, each
made using a screen of different
fineness (number of dots to t h e
inch). From top left to bottom
right: 85 line, 100, 133, 150, 200,
and 300.

200

Figure 35 (left) Fine screens are
effective in many situations,
given the right printer and right
material. They are obviously
useful in handling fine detail. In
this illustration the printer used
a 100-line screen at the top
and a 300-line screen on the
bottom.

Figure 36 (right) These two halftones point out the tendency for
shadows to fill in, particularly
when fine screens are used. The
halftone at the top was made
with a 150-line screen, the one
on the bottom with a 300-line
screen. Notice how much shadow
detail is lost in the fine screened
halftone.
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When is a finer screen necessary? The most obvious answer
is when minute details exist in the original and need to
show up when printed. If there are twice as many dots the detail will be defined approximately twice as well (Figure 35).
One also finds 200 and 300 line screens used for high-quality
"art" reproduction. Given the combination of an excellent
printer, excellent original copy, and the proper paper, wonderful images can come into being through fine-screen
lithography.
A disadvantage of fine-line screens, though, is the difficulty
encountered in the dark, shadow areas of a photograph.
Shadow details are the trickiest to hold intact at any screen
level, but when the screens climb to 200 or 300 line (particularly the latter), the shadow details are extremely difficult to
retain on the printed sheet. Why? One of the properties of ink
is its tendency to cling to itself. In Figure 36 the dots in the
300-line halftone are exactly half as big as those in the 150line halftone. This means that the "pinholes" in the darker
shades are so very tiny that the printer is hard put to keep the
dense shadows from being anything other than pure black.
This is pretty much what happened to the fine-screen rendition here. As a general rule it is important to watch out for
shadow detail in any picture. It's easy to lose some of it at any
screen level, no matter how skillful the printer.
Getting the best photocopy to begin with is vital, and often
overshadows any debate over fineness or coarseness of screen.
All reproduction, including the making of a photograph, involves a loss of some kind or other, or at the very best a change.
The printed image is no less than four steps removed from the
original. The picture goes from photograph to halftone negative, from there to the offset plate, thence to the rubber blanket, and finally to a sheet of paper.
What happens along the way?
Generally there is loss of contrast. The blackest black of offset ink cannot rival the darkest black of either a photograph
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or the real world. The whitest of white papers is not as "white"
or reflective as the whites of the real world.
There is also a loss in sharpness of detail. If the human eye
can perceive a pine needle from a distance of 50 feet, a camera
may retain the detail of that single pine needle, but the dot
structure of the halftone will probably not.
This does not mean necessarily that loss of contrast or detail
is "bad." That is quite another question and depends on the
situation. But we will assume for the moment that one criterion for good reproduction is that the printed image resemble closely its real-world counterpart. What, then, is good copy
for halftone printing?
What follows are exhibits that will give some clues, and
other exhibits that show fundamentals of good half-tone
reproduction.
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Figure 37 (left) Under the best
lighting conditions photographs
often possess imperfections. Airbrushing eliminates the glare at
the top of this otherwise excellent
product shot.
Retouching has some limitations that are worth remembering.
First, an artificial, "doctored" appearance can come about if it's
overdone. Second, it can be expensive. Third, some subjects,
because of their intricacy, are impossible to retouch successfully.
Figure 38 (right) The picture at
the top was photographed with
flat lighting. As a result, the halftone lacks contrast and appears
flat and uninteresting. Underneath, the same subject photographed in proper studio light
creates strong and dramatic patterns of light and shadow and
makes for far better reproduction.
The tendency for loss of contrast
inherent in the halftone process
has been countered to some degree by means of high contrast
in the photograph.
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Figure 39 At the left, this photograph lacked sufficient contrast.

Figure 40 In the center picture
the printer, using the same photograph, took the corrective step of
increasing contrast range. This
often overlooked method of increasing contrast is straightforward and inexpensive; a simple
instruction to the printer is all
it takes.
Figure 41 (right) Again using this
photograph, the printer increased
contrast still further by using two
impressions of ink. This picture
was printed with black and gray
inks and in effect is a duotone.
Contrast is improved because the
blacks are darker.
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Figure 42A Areas that are dense
black in photographs are grayed
slightly by the screen when
printed.

Figure 42B In this reproduction
of the same photograph the background screen has been removed
in the black areas, thereby restoring density.
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Figure 43 This photograph was
printed as a duotone,- the second
color is orange instead of the
gray used in figure 41.
Duotone printing is usually done
to provide color and "mood" or to
inject a subtle feeling of depth
into the image. No doubt duotones often get to be duotones because a second color is already in
use on the same job and the second
color is up for grabs, so to speak—
the cost of making and handling
the extra duotone negative being
slight.
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Color Printing
Black and white halftones trick the eye by making solid black
dots seem like grays. Color reproduction also relies on the dot
phenomenon, of course, but also tricks us into seeing a full
range of color from the use of only four inks. The colors of
these inks are called process colors, and they are magenta,
yellow, cyan, and black (Figure 44).
A halftone negative is made for each of the colors by interjecting a filter between the illustration and negative. These
negatives are called color separations. A green filter is used to
make the negative which will print the magenta color, a red
filter for cyan, and a blue filter for yellow. Each halftone negative carries a different "record" of the image. Magenta and
cyan together form purple,- therefore magenta and cyan will
be strong (through the large size of their dots) where purples
will print. Cyan and yellow will be strong where green will
print. Colored dots that vary in size combine to form colors
when viewed from a distance. (The foregoing description
grossly simplifies the concept of color printing and its perception.) The reason why black is almost always included as the
fourth "color" is to add snap by increasing density in the
blacks and grays.
The beginner should accept the fact that colors change from
the original to the printed image. Not only that, many colors
in the visible spectrum can't be duplicated by the four-color
process system. Occasionally printers run a fifth color on press,
when a shade is critical and must be matched. Color printing
is like every other graphic arts process. It is bounded by limitations, and the professional approach is to understand them
so you can deal with them.
For anyone who is buying color printing, one of the first
habits to develop is a common "color language" with your
printer. It is downright wrong to examine a transparency by
holding it to a window or light—send it off for printing, and
expect the printed version to match what you saw. You and

Figure 44 The four process
colors: magenta, yellow, cyan,
and black.
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your printer must rely on the same light source when viewing
a transparency. A degree of light intensity called 5000° Kelvin
is a common standard (see Figure 49). There are devices on the
market that illuminate transparencies to this intensity, and
they are within the budget of anyone who can afford to spend
money for color printing. Anyone buying color printing regularly should have one.
Making separations is not an exact science. No matter
whether the separations are made manually or by means of
automated scanners, you will need to check the accuracy of
what the separator has done, and if necessary, ask the separator to make color corrections. You have several options. In
order of diminishing costs, they are:
1. Checking color on press, with no preliminary proofs. If
changes are needed, the press is stopped, the negatives remade
or etched, and new plates made. Naturally this can be expensive. But it carries the advantage of running the color in place,
with each picture in actual position. It is common to all printing situations that different areas of the sheet need ink in
uneven quantities. A heavy block of magenta in one illustration may drain this color away from another illustration. By
seeing this, the customer and printer can make compensations.
2. Press proofs. These are proofs of the individual halftones
only, made on a small proof press, and usually include progressive proofs (see Figure 45) as well as the finished proof.
Progessive proofs show each color singly, and in succession,
until the last proof entails the combination of all colors together, as they will be printed. They are useful to the printer.
It takes a trained eye to spot a weakness or overabundance of
color, and to know by what percentage a color should be
strengthened or weakened to correct a flaw. If you have had
no experience with progressive proofs, treat them with respect,
look at and admire them, but confine your corrections to the
finished proof (where all colors are combined on the same
sheet).
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Press proofs can do more harm than good if not made correctly. If the job will eventually run on a four-color press and
one impression of ink is applied "wet" over another, then the
proofs should be prepared the same way. Inks printed one after the other on a four-color press react with each other differently and result in different shades than those printed on a

Figure 45 Progressive proofs. The
left column shows each color
separately. The right column records the addition of each color.
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small proof press where the inks are allowed to dry between
impressions. Be sure this common denominator for proofs and
printing is made clear at the start of a job.
3. Cwmalin pwof and tmnsfei keys. These are not printed
on a press, but created chemically. A cromalin proof is a facsimile of the full color halftone, made using dyes on a very
glossy paper. Transfer keys are made on a single sheet of
acetate.
4.3-M overlays. These also are chemically made. They are
similar to transfer keys since they are created on the same material, acetate. Instead of the dots coexisting on the same piece
of acetate, each color—magenta, cyan, yellow, and black—
is represented on a different acetate overlay. Since the acetate
is virtually transparent, the combination of the four overlays
will make a full-color image.
When asking for color changes, try to think as concretely as
the subjective nature of color will allow. Printers are often
puzzled and bedeviled by corrections which read "make this
area browner." Much better to attach a color swatch of a particular brown to the area that requires change.
Finally, you should be aware of one way to avoid the hassle
and cost of color correction, which is quite simply to do no
color correcting and proofing whatever. This route is not as
preposterous as it sounds. It is practical when high quality is
not expected or needed, when low cost is vital, and when you
have confidence in the printer and the printer has confidence
in doing justice to the original photograph or illustration. Of
course, it must be quickly added that if you order no proof,
any snafu of the printer will be quickly passed on as your responsibility. If the ocean is printed purple instead of blue, you
must live with it. And given the relatively low cost of color
proofing, some kind of proof is usually warranted.
We conclude our section on printing with four exhibits that
point out a few articles of faith common to color printing.
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Figure 46 (left, top) Because
color printing is more expensive
than black and white, its use in
place of black and white should
never be taken for granted. This
picture is so nearly monochromatic that printing it in color is
a waste.
Figure 46 (left, bottom) The same
image in black and white.

Figure 47 (right) Color and black
and white compared. In this photo
color is clearly superior, as is
often the case.
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Figure 48 (top) Procuring good
original copy is a cardinal virtue.
It is foolish to skimp by making do
with poor or even mediocre pictures when hundreds of dollars
must be spent for separations, and
hundreds and sometimes thousands more spent in printing. T h e
original copy for this picture was
a 35 mm. transparency, enlarged
to 850% of original size. The
person who casually examines a
35 mm. slide can often be fooled
into thinking it's fit for reproduction. The way to tell for sure without going to great expense is to
order a color print made to final
size.
Figure 48 (bottom) Here is the
same image, photographed with a
larger 4" x 5" camera.

Figure 49 Although 5000° Kelvin is the usual light source for
both viewing a transparency and
producing the separations, some
transparencies benefit from a different treatment. Perhaps the
transparency is too dark, or too
light, or maybe it's too flat. There
are ways to manipulate color
transparencies, and here are the
most common ones:
Top. Making the overall image
lighter or darker. The middle
halftone was printed from negatives made using 5000° Kelvin
as the light source.
Middle. Changing contrast—
heightening or softening the
degree of color saturation.
Bottom. Changing color. Transparencies can be altered in overall color hue by the use of
colored filters.
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Binding and Finishing

Binding and finishing printed sheets can be as simple as the
single fold of a four-page flier. Or it can be as specialized as certain aspects of typesetting and printing. For instance, sheets
intended for point-of-purchase displays must be trimmed, diecut, and mounted on cardboard "easels/' Packaging is a trade
to itself, characterized by intricate die-cutting, creasing, and
other complex operations. Of course packages and point-of purchase placards are everywhere. Without them retail stores
would hardly function, at least not within the merchandising
tradition that exists today.

BINDING A N D FINISHING

However, we will concentrate on the fundamentals of binding: those operations that you are most apt to encounter and
particularly those that can be described without recourse to
endless technical explanation. As in the other sections of this
booklet, some of the illustrations may be helpful.

Binding
Not everything printed needs to be bound. Letterheads and
many business forms are printed from pre-trimmed stock and
need no folding. But most printing must be converted from
flat sheets to the finished form.
Sheets can be folded in many ways. Because of today's
equipment, the variations are endless. The buckle folders
found in most commercial shops are usually equipped with
three and sometimes four sections. A section is that part of a
folder which stops the sheet and forces it to buckle, thereby
creating a fold. Each section is adjustable. Despite the ability
of these machines to handle all kinds of sophisticated folds,
the customer should check with the binder to make sure his
equipment can handle the folding requirements of the job.
Binding equipment differs from one shop to another, and
if printing is not done according to bindery machines, the
end result may be a confused binder who receives 10,000
sheets of something he can't bind. A printer should always
be told to check with the binder for correction imposition.
The number of folding options may seem limitless. Actually, there are ways of categorizing folds. The most common
types are shown in Figure 50.
Like all machine operations, folding is accurate only to
within certain tolerances. For instance, if you flip through the
pages of a book you will see that the page numbers and running heads on a page are not perfectly aligned with those on
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Figure 50 Some basic folds.
Left: four-page folder.
Right: four-page folder, with a
short fold. A short fold occurs
whenever paper is not folded
corner to corner.

Left: six-page barrel fold.
Right: six-page accordion fold.

Left: eight-page barrel fold.
Right: eight-page accordion fold.

Left: eight-page fold, called a
french fold w h e n printing is on
one side only.
Middle: eight-page fold, with two
parallel folds.
Right: eight-page gate fold.

In theory, a ten-page accordion
fold, with four short folds. In
reality, a folding nightmare for
most binderies. Check w i t h your
binder before p l a n n i n g this or
any similar folding oddity.
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the facing page. This is normal. Folding is an operation where
each step is one of diminished accuracy. If the first fold is not
exactly perfect, the inaccuracy can't be remedied in the next
fold. But it can become worse if the second fold isn't true, and
worse still on the third fold—and so on (see Figure 51). Most
folding tolerances can be held to within 1/8" (that is, 1/16"
either way), but even 1/8" can be critical. The point of all this:
beware of losing the image off the page! What is more apt to
happen, and is almost as aggravating, is for the image to wander too close to the edge of the page, where it will look peculiar
even though it's still there. As a rule, you should keep type at
least 3/8" away from the trimmed edge.
Another source of exasperation comes when material is designed to straddle the gutter between two facing pages. The
problem seen in Figure 52 is so common that some people
think there is no way to prevent it. One way is to plan this
kind of illustration for the center spread of the signature.
When this is impossible, alert the printer and binder to the sitFigure 51 This diagram shows
uation and they may be able to minimize the difficulty.
in exaggerated fashion how each
fold can lead to greater inacThe problem of gutter crossovers tells us something on a
curacies (tinted areas show misbroader level that is basic and axiomatic: namely, that folding matched
edges).
(and binding and finishing generally) are the least accurate of
the machine processes in the graphic arts. Commercial folding
is accurate to units measured in sixteenths of inches. Offset
Figure 52 The problems of crossgutter
alignment, again dramaprinting is far more precise. The tolerances are measured in
tized in an exaggerated way.
thousandths of an inch. A color halftone, for example, requires such accurate printing that each dot of a given color
must be in register with the dots of the other three colors.
Typesetting is equally precise.
With this in mind, we will advance five generalizations on
folding that may help the print buyer or planner.
1. "Unbalanced" folds where the edges do not align corner
to corner, such as you see in road maps, are difficult for the
binder to execute.
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Figure 53 The three most common mechanical bindings. From
left to right: spiral, plastic, and
coil. The "mechanical" devices
themselves are shown alone on
the left.

2. Any piece with more than five folds may tax your binder's
ability. If you reach this level of complexity, you should also
reach for the phone and consult the binder.
3. The grain direction of paper influences folding. Paper
grain should run parallel to the binding edge or spine of the
piece. If it doesn't, the pages will not lie flat. Covers printed on
heavier stock will not lie flat either, and the surface of the
cover stock will often develop cracks and wrinkles.
4. The range of paper weights a binder can fold easily runs
from 50 lb. to 80 lb. Anything lighter or heavier costs more
to fold.
5. When in doubt about any folding configuration, consult
your binder.
After folding, there are many different ways of assembling
the pages into finished form.
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Figure 54 A saddle-wired booklet, seen from the inside and
outside. All the binder needs are
common staples, and of course
the machinery to insert them.
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Loose-leaf binding. This term covers many forms of binding.
All of them are nonrigid. One of the "loosest" of all are pages
held together by the do-it-yourself fastening devices that one
can buy in stationery stores. Notebooks, ring binders, and post
binders (the latter is commonly used for ledgers) are other
methods of fastening pages together. The many forms of looseleaf binding comprise one of the two largest segments of commercial binding, the other being saddle-wire binding.
Spiml binding, plastic binding, and coil binding. These are
three methods of "mechanical" binding that are used for calendars, notebooks, and the like. Holes or slots are cut along the
edge of the spine, after which the wire or plastic is inserted.
All of these bindings will allow the pages to lie flat. In fact, the
spiral and coil bindings allow pages to rotate 360 degrees. Plastic binding is almost as flexible. Plastic binding allows the individual user to insert or remove pages. To do this requires
the purchase of a device called a punching and closing ma-
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Figure 55 Perfect binding, seen
from two perspectives. Notice
the serrated pages in the gutter
and along the back of the spine.
The rough edges allow the glue
to grip each page better—making
the binding stronger.

chine. Spiral bindings will not allow for changing pages once
the sheets are bound (Figure 53).
Saddle-wue. Two or three wires, or staples, inserted through
the crease of the spine hold the sheets together. Saddle-wire
is the common binding method for a small booklet, although
it will accommodate 64 pages, and sometimes 96, if the paper
is light enough (Figure 54). There are several obvious advantages to saddle-wire binding. The cost is low. The pages
will lie flat when the booklet is used.

Side-wiie. This method is sometimes used when the number of pages is too great for saddle-wiring, and when low cost is
still desired, as well as great strength. Since the wires are
placed about 1/4" in from the spine, the binding is "tight/ 7 and
pages will not lie completely flat. The page layout must be
planned with a generous inside margin.
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Figure 56 A sewn book. Every
binding will break down with
age, but through its life a sewn
book will withstand most anything short of flagrant misuse.
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Perfect binding. Most paperback books are perfect bound.
So are some hardbound books. Pages are folded, gathered, and
the spine edge roughened; an adhesive is applied, a cover attached, and the pages trimmed. This method of binding is less
costly than sewing. It is also less strong, although proper planning and proper use of materials can result in a binding of
surprising strength (Figure 55).
Sewn. The term is self-explanatory, although the machine
used to stitch books is somewhat more complicated than the
ordinary home sewing machine. After sewing, and if the book
is to be hardbound, the sheets are passed through a rounding
machine, which imparts the characteristic curved back of
hardbound books. Then, the case, or cover, is attached.
(Figure 56).
The indisputable advantage of a sewn book is its strength.
Reference books and other books that need extra durability are
usually sewn.
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Finishing
Finishing is a catchall word to describe a variety of operations that are done after printing. They include inserting,
padding, perforating, die-stamping, punching, scoring, coating, varnishing, die-cutting, laminating, embossing, and
mounting.
Many of these operations are very specialized. This booklet
will not unravel the finer points of such operations as padding
and perforating, for instance—or most of the other finishing
operations. But there are five kinds of finishing that
come up in the everyday world of the print buyer often
enough to justify further discussion. They are varnishing,
coating, film laminating, die-cutting, and embossing.
Varnishing is usually done on press, sometimes even at the
same time the piece is being printed. The varnish is simply
carried in an ink fountain, in place of ink. Varnish is applied
to printed matter for several reasons. Varnish often enhances
halftones, making blacks "blacker" or denser and by so doing
increasing contrast and overall visual impact. Varnish will
also protect the printed piece from scuffing and fingermarks.
Dense blacks and dark colors are unusually susceptible to
showing the effects of wear and tear, particularly on glossy
paper. Varnishing is usually reserved for high-gloss sheets.
Any rough-surfaced paper generally doesn't benefit from it.

Plastic coating is a more expensive process than press varnishing; in return, greater protection and higher gloss are
achieved. Plastic coating is done by a coating specialist. The
equipment involved is too expensive for the average printer.
The coating is applied by rollers. Each sheet is then passed
through an oven on a conveyor belt so the coating will dry. As
with varnishing, only high-gloss papers benefit from plastic
coating.
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Film laminating is a process by which a thin sheet of plastic
film is glued to the printed sheet, using heated rollers. Items
commonly laminated are menus and record jackets. Lamination gives ultimate gloss and ultimate protection. The surface is washable, which explains why so many menus are
laminated.
Die-cutting is the process of cutting unusual shapes into paper, sometimes by dies that look and perform much in the
manner of a cookie cutter,- sometimes by the use of steel rules.
Simple die-cutting is not too expensive, usually falling within
the same price scale as a single impression of ink. Die-cutting
can impart enormous appeal to printed material. It can alter
the rectangular shape normally imparted by traditional trimming. Holes and other shapes can be cut through a page, and
when this is done, the reader usually wants to see what's on
the next page! Die-cutting is no cure-all for every piece of
printing but for some situations its potential is obvious.
Embossing means to press paper into bas-relief. It requires
male and female dies, the services of someone specializing in
embossing, and a slightly higher-than-usual budget. When effectively done, nothing can match its tactile properties. After
all, we usually see a two-dimensional world on the printed
page. The embossed image takes us by surprise because it introduces the third dimension.
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On the opposite page is a display of three of the five finishing processes just discussed. Some of their potentials may be
evident in the display.
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Figure 57 Die-cutting compared
with more conventional printing
methods.

Figure 58 An embossed image
on the right; a halftone and line
drawing to the left.

Figure 59 The halftone on the
right has been press-varnished.
Because of this, the picture
projects more contrast and snap.

It's easy to think of printing as a two-dimensional world of
type, illustrations, or some combination of the two. But of
course printed matter is matter—physical matter that can be
touched, not just seen.
Binding and finishing processes serve to remind us that
every printed piece finds its way eventually into space, where
it is manipulated and handled. Do the pages in a brochure lie
flat? Will a flier with six folds prove dramatic and effective
when opened, or only exasperating and unwieldy? These and
many other questions are typical of what one encounters
when printed sheets are bound and finished.
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Lustro Dull, 100 pound
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Paper
A printed piece can be well written, well designed, typeset
with skill and care, and printed well, but all this comes to
nothing if the paper is inappropriate. You cannot expect a
full-color annual report to radiate its message on newsprint,
any more than you can hope to make an oriental rug out
of burlap.
In this country there is a paper for everything. Again, as in
other sections of this booklet, we deal with an underlying
theme of variety and profusion. Our job will be to simplify
the picture by first explaining in plain words how paper
is made, and then describing the characteristics that influence
the choice of the right paper for the right job.
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Paper Manufacturing
Cellulose fibers from trees are the raw material for most
papers. Softwoods (such as pine, fir, hemlock) are the source
of the long fibers that give papers strength. Hardwoods (for
example, maple, oak, beech) and semi-hardwoods (poplar,
birch) are the source of the shorter fibers that give papers
bulk and body.
Trees are first cut into logs, then debarked, and finally cut
into fine chips. At this point wood is ready for cooking
into pulp.
Cooking. Chips are steam-heated, mixed with chemicals and
water, and cooked for several hours under high pressure
in a kind of large pressure cooker called a digester. This
dissolves resinous materials which bind the wood fibers
together, primarily the glue-type substance called lignin.
The resulting brown stock (pulp) is then washed to remove
the chemicals and impure materials prior to bleaching.
Bleaching. The brown pulp must be bleached before white
paper can be made. This is done chemically, in a series of
continuous bleaching stages, with chlorine as the
primary chemical.
Refining. Bleached wood fibers are like miniature drinking
straws. Hollow and somewhat rigid, they do not yet have
the bonding areas needed to form paper. To open up additional fiber-to-fiber bonding sites, the pulp is ground between
revolving serrated metal discs in pulp refiners, where fibers
are shredded and collapsed.
Fwm pulp to paper. Paper machines are among the longest,
most delicately tuned machines found in any industry. Some
are longer than a football field. Much of the papermaking
process on the machine is devoted to drying—by a combination of drainage, suction, pressing, and evaporation. The
mixture (known as furnish) entering the wet end of the machine is 99V2 percent water. By the time it emerges from the

Wet end of the paper machine.

Dry end of the paper machine.
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"dry end" of the machine it has been transformed into a roll
of paper containing about 5 percent water. The entire papermaking process takes place on the machines at speeds up to
3,000 feet per minute.
Coating. Paper coatings are pigments mixed with water and
adhesives to form a substance resembling latex house paint.
When applied to paper they impart a smoother surface.
Coating is done either on the paper machine or off the machine. Coating on the paper machine is efficient and economical. Off-machine coating gives added flexibility for making
specialty papers. In most instances coated paper must then be
supercalendered to obtain varying degrees of gloss.
Paper comes off the paper machine in rolls and is rewound
on a separate unit before further processing - such as
off-machine coating, supercalendering, or embossing. If it
is to be printed on a web press, the new rolls are packaged
for shipment. Paper that will print on a sheet-fed press is
cut and packaged in either cartons or skids. The average
weight of a carton is 150 pounds,- average skid weight is
3,000 pounds. Prior to packaging, the paper is subjected to
close inspection by the company's quality control
department.

Characteristics of Paper
Weight. Paper weight is calculated by the ream — 500 sheets.
For convenience a fixed size is assigned to each type or grade
of paper (for book grades, for instance, the size is 25 by 38
inches), and the weight corresponds to how m u c h 500 sheets
of that fixed size would weigh. Thus, paper stock is "70
pound" if 500 sheets 25 x 38 inches weigh 70 pounds.
When weights are expressed in the metric system, the
accepted standard is "grammage," which is grams per square

A supercalender.

A rewinder.
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meter. If one sheet, one square meter in size, weighs 104
grams, the grammage of that paper is 104. (A paper of this
weight has the same weight as a 70-pound paper.)
What weights are generally used for printed material?
Many pamphlets and brochures are printed on 50-to-100
pound text paper (the paper used in this booklet is 80 pound).
Covers usually run 65 to 80 pound. The basic size for cover
stock is 20 by 26 inches, not 25 x 38, and therefore 80pound cover stock is considerably heavier than 80-pound
text paper.
Opacity (Show-through). The heavier the paper the greater
the opacity (or, the less one can see through the sheet).
Light-weight papers generally exhibit some degree of showthrough, whereas heavier papers are usually more opaque
simply because they are thicker. The construction and
ingredients used to make paper can also influence opacity.
Brightness. For halftone printing, a bright, white sheet —
reflecting more light — improves the contrast range and
therefore, in many printing situations, improves halftone
reproduction. Compare the halftones on pages 80 and 81 at
the back of this booklet.
Grain. On a paper machine the majority of the wood fibers
lie in the direction in which the machine is running; the
result is termed paper grain. Paper will tear and fold easiest
parallel with the grain direction.
Grain is important for several reasons.
The direction of paper grain should run parallel to the
printing cylinders,- that is, across the width of the press —
particularly when more than one color is run and their
accurate register is required. Among the reasons for this is
that pressure between blanket and impression cylinder
(as well as moisture from the dampening solution) cause the
paper to stretch. Paper stretches less with the grain than
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across it. Keeping the grain direction parallel to the printing
cylinders allows the printer to make adjustments to counteract for the expansion of the sheet.
Binderies prefer the first fold of a sheet to run parallel to
the grain direction. This makes the successive folds more
accurate.
Grain direction should run parallel to the spine of the
finished piece. The pages will lie flatter and be easier to
handle.
Bulk. Bulk is simply the thickness of paper, expressed in
pages per inch. Paper thickness varies from the thinnest
Bible sheets, which sometimes measure 1300 pages per inch,
to thick card stock measuring 12 pages to the inch.
Two properties of paper affect its bulk: weight and finish.
Generally a heavy paper is thicker than a light one. As for
finish, a rough, toothy paper is thicker than a smooth one.
As an example, look at and feel the rough-surfaced paper on
page 80 at the back. Its bulk is 350 pages to the inch. This
makes it almost one-and-one-half times the thickness of the
paper on the pages preceding page 80, even though the
weight of the two papers is the same (80 pound).
Surface. A rough or smooth finish, besides influencing bulk
as mentioned above, affects the way images print — particularly halftones. Rich, dark tones can be printed effectively
on a coated sheet, whereas a rough-surfaced, toothy paper will
absorb more ink and leave the dark areas grayer and less
intense. Again, take a look at pages 80 and 81. The differences
in tonal reproduction are extreme, and the papers have been
deliberately chosen to make it obvious that finish influences
halftone printing. Often the effect of finish is more subtle.
Before making any decisions about paper, you should get
samples from your paper merchant or printer and ask his
advice. He'll be glad to help you in all aspects of paper
buying.
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Scott Offset, 80 pound
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I think a pilot's memory is
about the most wonderful
thing in the w o r l d . To know
the O l d and N e w Testaments
by heart, and be able to
recite them glibly, f o r w a r d or
b a c k w a r d , or begin at random
anywhere in the book and
recite both ways and never
trip or make a mistake, is no
extravagant mass of knowledge,

knowledge, and marvellous facility, compared to
a pilot's massed knowledge of the Mississippi
and his marvellous facility
in the handling of it. I
make this comparison
deliberately, and believe
I am not expanding the
truth when I do it. Many
will think my figure too

a pilot's massed knowledge of the Mississippi
and his marvellous
facility in the handling of
it. I make this comparison
deliberately, and believe
I am not expanding the
truth when I do it. Many
will think my figure too
strong, but pilots will not.
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Lustro Gloss, 80 pound

I think a pilot's memory is
about the most wonderful
thing in the w o r l d . To know
the O l d and New Testaments
by heart, and be able to
recite them glibly, f o r w a r d or
b a c k w a r d , or begin at random
anywhere in the book and
recite both ways and never
trip or make a mistake, is no
extravagant mass of knowledge

knowledge, and marvellous facility, compared to
a pilot's massed knowledge of the Mississippi
and his marvellous facility
in the handling of it. I
make this comparison
deliberately, and believe
I am not expanding the
truth when I do it. Many
will think my figure too

a pilot's massed knowledge of the Mississippi
and his marvellous
facility in the handling of
it. I make this comparison
deliberately, and believe
I am not expanding the
truth when I do it. Many
will think my figure too
strong, but pilots will not.
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Warren Paper Merchants
Alabama
Birmingham
Huntsville
Madison
Mobile
Alaska
Anchorage
Arizona
Phoenix
Tucson
Arkansas
Little Rock
California
Fresno
Los Angeles
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
Colorado
Colorado
Springs
Denver

Dillard Paper Company
Sloan Paper Co
Sloan Paper Co.
Athens Paper Co.
Strickland Paper Co.
Unijax
Zellerbach

Augusta
Columbus
Macon
Rome

Idaho
Boise
Illinois
Champaign
Chicago

Zellerbach
Zellerbach
Western Paper Co.
Zellerbach
LaSalle Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Zellerbach
Zellerbach
Zellerbach

Dixon Paper Co.
Carpenter Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Grand Junction Dixon Paper Co.
Connecticut
Hartford
Carter Rice
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
West Haven
Carter Rice
District of Columbia
Landover, MD Stanford Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Florida
Jacksonville
Palmer Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Miami
Palmer Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Orlando
Palmer Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Tampa
Palmer Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Georgia
Atlanta

Hawaii
Honolulu

Dillard Paper Co.
Sloan Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Sloan Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.

Peoria
Rock Island
Indiana
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
South Bend
Iowa
Cedar Rapids
Des Moines
Sioux City
Kansas
Topeka
Wichita
Kentucky
Lexington
Louisville

Louisiana
Baton Rouge
Lafayette
New Orleans
Shreveport
Maine
Portland
Maryland
Baltimore
Savage
Massachusetts
Boston

Springfield
Woburn
Worcester

HOPACO
Zellerbach

Michigan
Detroit
Grand Rapids

Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Crescent Paper Co.
Bradner Smith & Co.
Leslie/Chicago Paper Div.
Hobart Mcintosh Paper Co.
LaSalle Messinger Paper Co.
Midland Paper Co.
Tobey Peoria Paper Co.
Leslie Paper
Taylor Martin Papers
Crescent Paper Co.
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
Midwestern Paper Co.
Leslie Paper
Midwestern Paper Co.
Midwestern Paper Co.
Midwestern Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
Athens Paper
Athens Paper
Louisville/Southeastern
Paper Co.
Butler Paper
Butler Paper
Palmer Paper Co.
Unijax
Butler Paper
Western Paper Co.
Carter Rice
C.H. Robinson Co.
Baltimore-Warner Paper Co.
Butler Paper
Wilcox Walter Furlong
Paper Co.
Carter Rice
The Century Paper Co., Inc.
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Carter Rice
C.H. Robinson Co.
Carter Rice

Lansing
Saginaw
Minnesota
Minneapolis
St. Paul
Mississippi
Jackson
Missouri
Kansas City
St. Louis
Springfield
Montana
Billings
Great Falls
Nebraska
Lincoln
Omaha
Nevada
Las Vegas

Chope-Union Paper Co.
Seaman-Patrick Paper Co
Carpenter Paper Co.
Quimby-Walstrom Paper <
Copco Papers/Dudley
Division
Copco Papers/Dudley
Division
Leslie Paper
Inter-City Paper Co.
Sloan Paper Co.
Midwestern Paper Co.
Tobey Fine Papers
Shaughnessy-Kniep-Haw<
Paper Co.
Tobey Fine Papers
Midwestern Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Carpenter Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
Carpenter Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
LaSalle Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Zellerbach

Reno
New Hampshire
Carter Rice
Concord
New Jersey
East Rutherforc
Newark
Rutherford
Trenton
New Mexico
Albuquerque
New York
Albany
Binghamton

Bulkley Dunton
Central Paper Co.
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Central Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.

Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Seneca Paper Co.
Ailing and Cory
Buffalo
Seneca Paper Co.
New York City Ailing and Cory
Baldwin Paper Co.
Bulkley Dunton
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Marquardt & Co., Inc.
Ailing and Cory
Rochester
Seneca Paper Co.
Syracuse
Ailing and Cory
Seneca Paper Co.
Utica
Ailing and Cory

North Carolina
Charlotte
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Dillard Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Fayetteville
Dillard Paper Co.
Greensboro
Zellerbach
Dillard Paper Co.
Raleigh
Zellerbach
Dillard Paper Co.
Wilmington
Winston-Salem Dillard Paper Co.
Ohio
Cincinnati

Cordage Papers-Cincinnati
Division
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
Ailing and Cory
Cleveland
Millcraft Paper Co.
Cordage Papers-Columbus
Columbus
Division
Cuyahoga Falls Millcraft Paper Co.
Dayton
Cordage Papers-Dayton
Division
RIS Paper Co., Inc.
Toledo
Commerce Paper Co.
Oklahoma
Oklahoma Cit)r Western Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Tulsa
Western Paper Co.
Oregon
Zellerbach
Portland
Pennsylvania
Ailing and Cory
Allentown
Ailing and Cory
Erie
Ailing and Cory
Harrisburg
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Lancaster
Ailing and Cory
Philadelphia
Lindenmeyr Paper Corp.
Ailing and Cory
Pittsburgh
Cordage Papers-Pittsburgh
Division
Scranton
Ailing and Cory
Rhode Island
Carter Rice
Pawtucket
The Rourke-Eno
Rumford
Paper Co., Inc.
South Carolina
Charleston
Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Columbia
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Greenville
Dillard Paper Co.
Tennessee
Athens Paper Co.
Chattanooga
Sloan Paper Co.
Knoxville
Dillard Paper Co.
Western Paper Co.
Memphis
Athens Paper Co.
Nashville
Cordage Papers-Nashville
Division
Sloan Paper Co.

Texas
Amarillo
Austin
Dallas
El Paso
Fort Worth
Houston
Lubbock
San Antonio
Waco
Utah
Salt Lake City
Vermont
Burlington
Virginia
Bristol
Lynchburg
Norfolk
Richmond
Roanoke
Washington
Seattle
Spokane
West Virginia
Huntington
Wisconsin
Appleton
Madison
Milwaukee

Dixon Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Monarch Paper Co.
Olmsted-Kirk Paper Co.
Dixon Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Hudson Valley Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Caskie Paper Co., Inc.
Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Dillard Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Dillard Paper Co.
Zellerbach
Zellerbach
Cordage Papers-Huntington
Division

Universal Paper Corp.
Universal Paper Corp.
Hobart Mclntosh-Bouer Div.
Reliable Paper Co.
New Berlin
Universal Paper Corp.
Export and Foreign
New York, N. Y. Moller & Rothe
International Inc.
Canada
Calgary
Barber-Ellis
Edmonton
Barber-Ellis
Montreal
Les papiers graphiques
Ottawa
Buntin Reid Paper
Regina
Barber-Ellis
Saskatoon
Barber-Ellis
Toronto
Buntin Reid Paper
Graphic Papers
Vancouver
Barber-Ellis
Winnipeg
Barber-Ellis
Australia
Edwards Dunlop and
B.J. Ball
New Zealand
B.J. Ball (N.Z.) Ltd.

S.D.Warren Company

A Subsidiary of Scott Paper Company, 225 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02110

